
Tips to Help Your Child 

With Spelling At Home

Stuck on spelling an unfamiliar word?

Racing through and misspelling otherwise familiar words?

● Remember: It’s more important for your child to use what they know, 
independently, than it is to have perfect spelling.

● Remind your child to use charts from school to help them remember what 
they know about phonics (alphabet charts, blends & digraphs charts, vowel 
charts, and other spelling patterns).

● Encourage them to say the word very slowly to hear every sound (this is 
called ‘segmenting’) and to write something for each sound they hear. 

● Resist the urge to spell it for them. Hearing and recording sounds (even 
imperfectly) IS THE WORK THEY NEED TO DO to become stronger readers 
and writers. If you spell it for them, they aren’t doing the work.
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● Remember: In general, familiar high frequency words are the words you can 
expect your child to be able to spell correctly, and edit on their own at home. 
The number of words a child has mastered varies by age and experience.

● Encourage your child to reread their writing, one word at a time. If they do not 
usually point to the words as they read, coach them to point when proofreading 
so that they don’t miss their errors. 

● Encourage your child to use charts of high frequency words (‘word walls’ or 
‘word banks’) and other resources from school to refresh their memory 
before and after they write. 

● Practice reading and spelling high frequency words often. Play games with high 
frequency words, and keep them displayed while your child writes.

● Resist the urge to edit or mark up your child’s writing for them. Rereading to 
find their own errors is THE WORK THEY NEED TO DO to become better 
proofreaders. If needed, try giving a hint or a clue instead of doing the work 
for them (“I see a word on the first page you should check.”).



Tips to Help Your Child 

With Handwriting At Home

Handwriting hard to read?

Hands hurt from writing, or are cramping up?
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● Remember: As long as your child can read their own writing, that is the most important 
thing. Focusing too much on handwriting could preoccupy them, leaving them unable to 
get their ideas on the page.

● Give kids a meaningful reason to write in a way that others can read more easily. Who 
else will be reading it? Will it be published or shared somewhere?

● Use positive, value-free language. Instead of “bad or messy handwriting” or “beautiful or 
good handwriting,”  try saying “easier-to-read or harder-to-read” handwriting.

● Offer your child a choice of paper with varying sizes of lines, to find one that is a good 
fit.

● Offer your child a choice of writing utensils (ball point pens, pencils, thin markers, or 
flair pens) to find one that makes a nice solid mark, and be sure your child has a 
comfortable grip on it. .
 

● Consistently and frequently remind your child they have plenty of time, to work at a 
comfortable pace, and not to rush or race. It may take many repeated positive 
experiences and a lot of time before they shed the habit of rushing.
. 

● Remember: Habits take lots of repetition to form, and are even harder to break. 
“Practice doesn’t make perfect, but it does make permanent.”

● Be sure your child has a comfortable spot to write, where they have feet flat on the 
floor, good posture, and hands are not up too high to write comfortably. Lying flat on 
their belly, propped up on elbows is also an option. (According to many occupational 
therapists).

● At home, allow your child to choose between print or cursive, whichever is more 
comfortable and allows them to get their thoughts on the page.

● Slowly increase the amount of time your child writes each day, allowing them to build up 
the muscles in their hands. 
 

● Handwriting programs vary widely, but in general, you can remind your child that letters 
should be formed from the top down, not bottom up. Incorrect letter formation can be 
very uncomfortable and lead to cramping.

● You may try coaching your child to keep their writing utensil in their hand the entire time, 
even when they are thinking, instead of putting it down and picking it up frequently.

. 



Some High Frequency Words
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no is can me you and he at

a so on in up am we like

see go it do an the my to

than about back after I’m been big

came away your who when them because

from have there any into just little

make before two four mother where

very could were over ride don’t said that

one with five their what but here

going our three want able bad give

today week something bus year can’t tell

across world cat take dad hide



Some Spelling Patterns
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Consonants
Bb Cc Dd Ff Gg Hh Jj Kk Ll Mm 

Nn Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Vv Ww Yy Zz

Vowels 
Aa Ee Ii Oo Uu Yy

A Few Common Word Endings 
-ing -ly -ed -es

Blends & Digraphs
br cr  dr  fr gr pr tr

sc sk sm sn sp st sw

bl cl fl gl pl sl qu tw

scr sp spr squ str 

ch ph sh th wh


